ALUMNI LEADERS

You’ll find more C. T. Bauer College of Business alumni in senior leadership positions across a broad spectrum of companies than any other business school in Houston.

Diversity

The C. T. Bauer College of Business is as diverse and international as the City of Houston. More than two-thirds of our students are ethnic minorities or international students. They represent nearly 70 countries and speak 66 languages. Bauer is one of the big reasons why the University of Houston is the most diverse research university in the country.
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ENROLLMENT
- 265 Professional Program in Accountancy
- Around 300 Bauer Business Honors Program
- 770 MBA (includes full-time, professional & executive programs)
- 301 MS Accountancy
- 66 MS Finance

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
- Average SAT 1294 (Critical Reading & Math Sections only)
- 55% of all BBAs work 20 hours or more per week

GRADUATE STUDENTS
- Many are the first in their family to graduate from college.
- 47.9% female

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
- Cyvia and Melvyn Wolff Center for Entrepreneurship: Ranked in the top three on the list of Top 25 Undergraduate Entrepreneurship Programs in the U.S. since 2007 (The Princeton Review and Entrepreneur magazine, Top 25 Undergraduate Entrepreneurship Programs, 2013)
- #1 in Texas for total minority degrees awarded; #1 in Texas for total degrees awarded to Asian Americans; #3 in Texas for total degrees awarded to Hispanics; #4 in Texas for total degrees awarded to African Americans (Diverse Issues in Higher Education, 2013)
- Undergraduate program: 47th among public business schools (Bloomberg BusinessWeek, Top Undergraduate Business Schools, 2013)

GRADUATE PROGRAM
- Full-time MBA program: 6th in list of 10 Most Popular Business Schools (“The U.S. News Short List,” 2013)
- EMBA program: Top 20 among public business schools; #7 in Texas (Top 100 Executive MBA Programs, 2011)
- Graduate program: #2 in Texas for total minority degrees awarded; #2 in Texas for total degrees awarded to Asian Americans; #4 in Texas for total degrees awarded to Hispanics; #4 in Texas for total degrees awarded to African Americans (Diverse Issues in Higher Education, 2013)
- Professional MBA program: 26th among public business schools (The Complete Part-Time MBA Ranking, 2013)

ACADEMIC CENTERS & INSTITUTES
- The AIM Center for Investment Management is the home of the Cougar Fund. The Cougar Fund is a multi-million dollar private investment fund holding equity securities that are traded on U.S. markets and managed by graduate students participating in the Graduate Certificate in Financial Services Program.
- The Stanford Alexander Center for Excellence in Real Estate is the home of the Graduate Real Estate Certificate Program, through which students develop real estate expertise not only in the classroom but through hands-on experiences in the real estate industry under the guidance of senior real estate executives.
- The Global Energy Management Institute offers certificate programs at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, along with customized executive education, focused on the business of the energy industry. The college has nearly two dozen courses related to energy (including finance, trading, economics, history, supply chain, project management, insurance and risk management, strategy and more), taught by experienced energy executives and academicians renowned for energy research and thought leadership.
- The Sales Excellence Institute is the home of the Program for Excellence in Selling, a selective sales training program through which undergraduate students close tens of thousands of dollars in real sales prior to graduating.
- The nationally ranked Wolff Center for Entrepreneurship provides both a selective, academic major in entrepreneurship as well as a Corporate Entrepreneurship Certificate for undergraduate students who want a broad-based understanding of business leadership.
- Bauer College is now home to The Institute for Regional Forecasting, under the direction of Robert W. “Bill” Gilmer. The role of the IFR is providing essential, non-biased, economic information to the local community, the centerpiece being the economic outlook for Houston. The IFR provides Houston a center of business and economic expertise focused on local economic issues important to the Houston community. It also provides independent forecasting and other economic services on a contract basis to the public and private sector.
- Details on the many centers of excellence at the Bauer College can be found at www.bauer.uh.edu/centers/.

STUDENT PROFILE

GRADUATE STUDENTS
- 37.5% female and 34.4% ethnic minorities
- Average age 30

EXECUTIVE MBA STUDENTS
- 29.5% female and 35.8% ethnic minorities
- Average age 31
- Average 11 years of work experience

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
- Average SAT 1294 (Critical Reading & Math Sections only)
- 55% of all BBAs work 20 hours or more per week
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